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A treasury of childhood
mementoes

Brothers
BART MOEYAERT

Bart Moeyaert is the youngest of seven brothers. His early years in
his native city of Bruges were particularly happy and furnished
him with an abundance of material for this much-praised
autobiographical collection. Together, the stories form a mosaic of
tiny mirrors, each reflecting a glimpse of his own past. A breeze
blows through these stories that will make you laugh even if you
have no brothers or sisters. The reader sees the world through the
eyes of the child Moeyaert was and the man he is now – no wonder
the book appeals to such a varied readership. In the forty-nine
stories, humour, warmth and a sense of solidarity are prominent,
but between the lines lies a far richer spectrum of emotions.

Just as much a sensitive novel for young
readers as a slim, poetic volume for adults
HP/DE TIJD

As suggested by the subtitle ‘The oldest, the quietest, the realest,
the farthest, the nicest, the fastest and me’, everyone is unique but,
consequently, sometimes terribly lonely. That loneliness and the
strength required to find a place for yourself in the world come
touchingly to life in this collection of stories about the youngest in
a boisterous family.

Moeyaert proves without doubt that even a
happy childhood can be a goldmine for a
writer
DE VOLKSKRANT

AUTHOR

Bart Moeyaert’s (b. 1964) books often deal

with complex existential subjects, in an
insightful and accessible way. In 2019 he
won the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award.
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ORIGINAL TITLE Broere (2000, Querido,

168 pp.)

AGE 13+

PRIZES Woutertje Pieterse Prize

RIGHTS SOLD English (Front Street),

French (Éditions du Rouergue), German
(Hanser / Deutscher Taschenbuch), Italian
(Rizzoli), Korean (JoongAng Books),
Afrikaans (Protea Boekhuis), Russian
(Samokat), Swedish (Lilla Piratförlaget),
Latvian (Petergailis), Serbian (Obodsko
Slovo), Simplified Chinese (Jieli), Complex
Chinese (Taiwan Interminds), Slovenian
(Sodobnost), Croatian (IBIS Grafika),
Bulgarian (Izida)
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